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	Games have come a long way since their inception far in our past.

	The tools we have used in our game play have changed, as well, from knuckle

	bones to cards to board games to early arcade games to today’s spiffy video game

	consoles. The progression has been a lengthy one. Now hardware advances are

	even changing the way we play games, such as handheld devices you can take

	anywhere and play games with complex mechanics and graphics in the palm of

	your hand. As anyone who has tried it can tell you, handheld game devices have

	made games fun again, in a whole new way!




	A seventh-generation handheld game system, the Sony PlayStation Portable

	(PSP) competes primarily with the Nintendo DS.




	With a strong PSP fanbase, independent game developers started creating Flash

	games to be played through the PSP. Using Adobe Flash, anyone with a little

	know-how can create electronic games to be played on the Sony PSP. That means

	that you, too, can make games for the PSP, no matter your age, income, or skill

	level.




	Welcome to PSP Game Creation for Teens! This book will help you learn about

	the booming video game industry and the techniques it takes to make your

	electronic game ideas come to life.




	This book is written in a tutorial format, so that as you read you don’t just process

	information but you put it to immediate use and get hands-on learning to reinforce

	the knowledge.
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Thinking in Java (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2000
Perfect for migrating to Java from a fellow object-oriented language  (such as C++), the second edition of Thinking in Java continues the  earlier version's thoughtful approach to learning Java inside and out, while  also bringing it up to speed with some of the latest in Java 2 features. This  massive tutorial covers many of the nooks and...
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Asianization of Migrant Workers in the Gulf CountriesSpringer, 2019

	
		This edited volume contains sixteen chapters by eminent scholars on one of the largest migration corridors in the world i.e., between South and South-East Asia and the Gulf region. Asia’s trade and cultural contact with the Gulf date back to ancient historical times. Since the 1970s, the economic rise of the Gulf Cooperation...
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Game Day: A Rollicking Journey to the Heart of College FootballJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The popular college football analyst weighs in on the craziness of college football and the 2008 season

If television's college football analysts had a Hall of Fame, Craig James would definitely be in it. His opinion and insight on ABC and ESPN-not to mention occasional jabs of sharp humor and Texas charm-are as addictive as the games...
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The Semantic Web: Crafting Infrastructure for AgencyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
The Semantic Web is an idea of World Wide Web inventor Tim Berners-Lee that the Web as a whole can be made more intelligent and perhaps even intuitive about how to serve a users needs. Although search engines index much of the Web's content, they have little ability to select the pages that a user really wants or needs. Berners-Lee foresees a...
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Security in Ad-hoc and Sensor Networks (Computer and Network Security)World Scientific Publishing, 2009

	Ad hoc and sensor networks continue to have a growing impact
	on communication. These cost-effective wireless networks provide
	location independent computing in environments ranging from
	military battlefields to in-home patient monitoring systems. However,
	having real-time connectivity to critical information over an open...
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Practical JIRA PluginsO'Reilly, 2011

	This book is about plugins for JIRA, the popular issue tracker from Atlassian. An issue
	tracker lets people collaborate better when there are things to be done. You can use an
	issue tracker for everything from tracking bugs in software, to customer support requests,
	and beyond. Plugins extend what JIRA can do and can be developed...
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